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take a close look at the new features of the delphi 10.1 berlin update. the delphi ide is easier to use now than
ever before - with new toolbar features and one-click shortcut access for frequently used commands, it is now
easier than ever to launch and manage projects. in this webinar, attendees will learn how an uncooperative

default security policy can drastically increase the attack surface. this webinar also features a live demo that can
be used as a guide for troubleshooting the security problems faced by developers while working in public,

intranet, and internet-facing environments. in this webinar, attendees will learn how to prepare their devices for
development and debugging using the latest settings on windows 10. windows 10 device configurations are the
result of months of developer-facing design and testing, and the information provided in this webinar will help
you understand the "why" behind the "what." attendees will learn how to create, deploy, and debug a windows
10 application through an interactive demonstration of the latest settings created for any windows 10 device

from a member's windows 10 device, and attendees will walk away with a deep understanding of the new
windows 10 settings and configuration. this session will provide you with an understanding of the basics of

mobile programming, focusing on android development, with a specific focus on the app lifecycle. you will learn
about how the android sdk works, and you will also learn how to access its core programming functions. this

webinar will introduce a new way to create and deploy applications to mobile devices, based on the java 5 apis.
by using eclipse, these services are no longer bound to mobile devices, and can be accessed from any java 5

enabled computer. services include a new java web start (jnlp) platform and a new ui framework. using eclipse,
java 5 developers have a viable platform to use for creating mobile applications.
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if you do not update, your
computer or other system may

be susceptible to any of the
vulnerabilities discussed in the
microsoft bulletin . there are

also many other vulnerabilities
that affect microsoft office
2007. we would like to give

special thanks to dino dai zovi
for his public disclosure of the
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test in a blog post . additionally,
to irwin smith for disclosing the

googlechrome challenge-
response test. the code-

crc32.exe.confirmationcode
defines the location of the crc32
binary. the location can be local

to the computer or on a
network. the configuration of
the name and location for the
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binary can be either windows
system defaults or can be

changed based on the
computer configuration. the

hash of the data. the hash is a
128 bit hash, but only the upper

128 bits of the hash are
defined. the hash is constructed

from a hash value over the
entire data stream, and

calculating the hash takes at
most 64k times the data
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stream. thus, 16kb of data is
required for the hash

calculation. the data stream can
be variable length , and can be
placed either before or after the
crc32 binary. if the data stream

is created by the operating
system, you can use the odbc
syntax # for the length of the
data. add multilingual support
in your delphi vcl applications

with the new fast and easy
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way.this powerful language
library is free and open source
and is for delphi xe5, xe6, xe7

or xe8 full source version
available.it is designed to help
programmers of all levels to

add multilingual capabilities to
their applications. 5ec8ef588b
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